
 

VENTURE by Vortex Magic and Danny Weiser

The card to impossible location has never been easier or more impossible!!
Danny Weiser has taken his top selling Manifest Trick and modified it so it will
work with playing cards. This is one trick that will work just as well live as virtual
shows!

Live Performance: On your bag is a luggage tag. You have a card signed and
lost in the deck. You can then open the luggage tag and inside will be the signed
card. There is NO Palming as the gimmick does all the work for you. The card
comes from INSIDE the luggage tag and can be taken out and given to the
spectator.

Virtual performance: This is also a great effect for virtual shows. You can have
the luggage tag in full view on a bag and at anytime you ask a person to name
ANY card - you reach over to the luggage tag and open it showing the named
card INSIDE the luggage tag!

Ideal for walk around, stand-up, trade shows and virtual shows. The luggage tag
can be placed anywhere and at anytime a signed card can appear inside. The
perfect finale for an ambitious card routine or as a stand-alone effect.

Varations: You will learn variations on how to perform this effect with and without
the gimmick. You can also show a playing card inside the luggage tag prior to the
performance and that card will end up being the signed card.

IMPORTANT POINTS:

NO palming
The card comes out from INSIDE the luggage tag.
Several versions taught with and without gimmick.
EASY TO DO

Note: designed for any poker cards. The original Manifest trick can not be used
for this effect as this version has been redeveloped to enable you to pull a card
from inside the luggage tag.

YOU RECEIVE:
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Venture luggage tag and gimmick
Online tutorial
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